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PROGRAMME 

Cancelled - Annule 

On the History of Functional Analysis 

DDlUNCH - REPASDD 

J .l. Lagrange and the Equations of the 
Calculus of Variations 

14:00 Wiliam ASPHAY, Invited speaker Princeton Oral History Project 

15:00 Roger COOKE 

16:00 Frederick V. RICKEY 

Monday June 3 juin lundi= 

9:30 Len BERGGREN 

10:30 IsraelKlEINER 

11 :30 Marshall WALKER 

CSHPM/SCHPH 

Joseph Perott, Sonya i{ovalevskaya, and 
Clark University 

W.E. Story of Hopkins and ClarK 

Ancient Optics in Light of a New Arabic 
Manuscript 

Evolution of the Function Concept 

History of the CSHPM ISCHPH 
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12:00 ttl Lunch - Business Meeting ... 
Nt Repas - Assembl@e gen~rale'" 

14:00 Albert LEWIS. Invited speal\er Bertrand Russell as a Hathematician 

15:00 David WHEELER Aspects of the Relations Between 
Philosophy and Pedagogy of Mathematics 

16:00 Giovanna CIFOLETTI 

19:00 Louis CHARBONNEAU 

Tuesday June 4 juin mardi 

9:30 Francine VINEETTEE 

10:'30 Victor KATZ 

11 :30 Liliane BEAULIEU 

12:30 

f[epler's Philosophy of Mathematics: "De 
G.uanta tibus" 

Wor~shop: Pittural Material in the 
Classroom 

In a Search of Mesoamerican Geometry 

Precalculus and Calculus: A Historical 
Approach to Teaching 

BourbaKi and BourbaKis in Twenty Years 
of AHS Publications <1935-1954). A 
Citations Analysis. 

DO Lunch - RepasDD 
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ABSTRACTS - RfESUMES 

t - On the History of Functional Analysis 
Erwin KRE YSZIGt Carleton Uni versi ty 

This taU< is based on joint YJod< with Garrett Bid<hoff (Harvard (J.). 
Beginning with a short E.urvey of some influential factors from the prehistory, 
we shall concentrate on the evolution of functional anal~/sis from its rather 
heterogeneous beginnings around 1887 (Volterra/s notes on functionals> to its 
establishment as a unified field of its own around i 932. the )lear of the 
appearance of the three classical bOOKS by Bana.ch, von Neumann, and H. H. 
stone. We shall characterize the early impacts from classical analysis 
(particularly from the calculus of variations and integral equa Hans) and 
describe the accomplishments of the main contributors (Volterra, Frechet, 
Hilbert and his school, F. Riesz, Hahn, Banach and von Neumann). The emphasis 
will be on the development of general ideas. including their motivations by 
classical and quantum physics. 

2- J.L. lagrange and the Equations of the Calculus of Variations 
Craig FRASE!:R, University of Toronto. 

J.L. Lagrange provided several different derivations fa the fundamental 
relations of the ca.lculus of variations. These derivations illustrate late 18th 
century notions of mathematical rigor- and help us to understand the formal 
basis of Lagrange's analysis. "JorKs to be disscussed include Lagrange's i 7 60 
memoir on the calculus of variations a.nd his 17{i7 treatise on the theory of 
functions. 

3- Joseph Perott, Sonya ){ovalevskaya, and Clark University 
Roger Cooke, University of Vermont 

In the transfer of European rna the rna tics 1,.4"estward across the p, tlantic 
during the last half of the ninetEE'1th century I a small but signifiant role was 
played by a few Europeans who had studied with the great masters in Paris 
and Berlin and then, usually for personal rather tha.n professional reasons, 
chose to emigrate. ftJhile these people ",;ere not the best of the European 
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ma.themaitcians some of them were very talented people who for non-academic 
r'easons did not have bright prospects of a career in Europe. One of these was 
,Joseph Perott, whose life can be traced in considerable detail thanKs to his 
rela.tionship vlith Sonya Kovalevs~{a)fa. In 1891 Perott came to Clar~\ University 
in l.-}orce=ter, Has;achuseHs and played an important role in maKing Clark one 
of the world's mo!:·t stimulating centers of mathematical activity during the 
early 1:::90!s. This talK 'vvill present Perott's biography and discuss his 
relationship to the mathematical community of his time. 

4- W.E. Story of HopJtins and Clark 
v. Frederick RiCKey, University of Vermont (visiting) .:lnd Bolwing Green State 
Uni ve r'si ty • 

f..Her his under-graduate'training at Harvard, William Edward Story 
ear-ned hi~. Ph.D. at Leipzig before joining J.J. Sylverter on the faculty at 
Johns Hopkins when the university opened in 1:376. He moved to ClarJ.( 
University when it opened in H::::9 and remained there until his retirement in 
1921. This paper will trace the details of his career, concentrating on his 
influence in the transfer of mathematical culture to America and his role in the 
development of graduate mathematics education in North America. 

5- Ancient Optics in light of a New Arabic Manuscript 
J .L. Berggren, Simon Fraser University 

A recently-discovered Arabic manuscript shows that the full history of 
burning mirrors in the ancient or medieval worlds is richer than we thought it to 
be. It is our aim in this talk to survey that history in the light of informa.tion 
contained in the manuscript. 

The manuscript in question, EM ADD 7473, 164b_172b, begins with a 5i:<
page summary of material from BooK I of Apollonios' Conics and then contains the 
words, "We need nothing else from the first <bool-< of Apollonios), and the 
remainder is from the book of Datrumus on burning". There follow the statements 
and proofs of five propositions about reflection of light rays by concave 
paraboloidal and spherical mirror-s, and the treati!:.e concludes with a discussion 
of burning glasses. 

Although the themes of the writing are familiar from the treatises. of 
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DioKIes and Ibn a.l-Haytham, the propositions are proved differently a.nd the 
construction of the parabola that is given is not found else'.-vhere in the ancient 
or medieval literature. It is based on a lemme found in Archimedes' worK. The 
concluding sectiont on burning by objects of solid glass or by objects filled with 
water, contains references to the practices of ancient artisans. 

6- Evolution of the Function Concept 
Israel Kleiner, YorK University. 

1. Anticipations of the function concept (ca.2000 B.C. - end of 17th 
century) 

II. ltuler's Introductio in Analysin Infinitorum <174:::} 

III. The vibrating string controversy (DJ Alembert, guIer, D. Bernoulli, 
langrangej ca. 1750-1760) 

IV. Fourier and Fourier Series (1:::07, H:22) 

V. Cauchy IS contribuhons (1820's, 1 :::30'5) 

VI. Dirichlet's definition of function (1820's, 1:::30':;.) 

VII. "Pathological" functions (Riemann, Wierstrass, et al; ca. IE:50's -
1890's) 

VIII. Baire's classification scheme (Eaire, 1:399; Lebesgue, 1905) 

IX. Debates concerning the A:dom of Choice (Baire, Borel, Hadamard, 
Lebesgue, 1905) 

x. Recent developments (L2 Functions, ca.. 1910i Gener:\lized functions. 
i 930's - 1940 /5; Category theory, 1950's - 1960's) 

7- Bertrand Russell As a Mathematician 
Albert C. U~:v.nS, Bertrand Russell Editorial Project, HcHaster Universit}' 

Russell's training for the Cambridge Mathematical Tripos in 1:::93 did not 
inspire him to do further \ ... ·ork in ma the ma tics and did not prepare him for 
accepting the modern ma thema tics being done on the Continent. In hi; h. ter 
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philo!:ophical worK, this was one factor e~·:plaining his initial negative 
reception to Cantorls transfinite numbers. The evidence we have in the Russell 
Archives seems to point to a lacK of interest in mathematics for its own saKe. 
This !;·eems similar to Russell's 'ylell-documented distaste for doing 
E;.:perimental physics. 

8- Some Aspects of the Relations Between the Philosophy and Pedagogy of 
Mathematics 
David \-JHEELER, Concordia University 

In the talK I I.tJant to go further than merely to assert that the way 
ma.thematics is taught implies ,(some sort of) a philosophy of mathematics. 
Philosophy and pedagogy both scrutinize mathematics; both attempt to be fair 
to itt to IItaKe it as i1: is". Do their different viewpoints come together 
anywhere? Among other e>:amples, I will consider some messages from the worK 
of Lal-<a tos and Ga Hegna. 

9- Repler's Philosophy of Ma.thematics: IIDe Quantatibus" 
Giovanna Cl F OLE: TTl t Princeton University 

10- WorKshop: Pictoria.l ma.teria.l in the cla.ssroom 
Louis CHARBONNE:AU, Universite du G.uebec a Montreal 

A work session on pictorial material useful as support in a course of 
history of mathematics. Please bring with any material, slides or pictures» 
you use in your courses. It will perhaps be possible to compile a IIkit" that 
VJould be made available to our member'ship at minimal cost. 

11- In Search of Mesoamerican Geometry 
Fra.ncine VINE:TTe:, University of Waterloo 

Since Pre-Colombian and early Spanish YJritten materials provide litUe 
specific information on mesoamerican knowledge of geometrYt this Knowledge 
will have to be e~dracted from ph~/sical evidence of the application of 
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geometrical concepts, rather than reported from written primary sources. 
ManHestations of geometrical concepts in Hesoamerican artifacts and site 
plans will thus be presented along It/ith arguments from different studies in 
archaeastronomy, geomagnetism, symbolism etc. as justification for the 
intentional nature of the geometrical concepts displayed. 

12- Precalculus and Calculus: A Historical Approach to Teaching 
Victor J. KATZ, University of the District of Columbia 

Precalculus and calculus can be taught using a historical approachi in 
fact, these subjects can be better taught that way. The historical connection~. 
between the topics provide motivation and show the students the reasons the 
mathematics was developed. SurprisinglYf a historical approach to these 
courses is also very up-to-date in that it provides the discrete mathematics 
and the algorithmic approach which many mathema titian; and computer 
scientists insist should be taught to freshman mathematics student~ .. 

13- Eourbaki and Eourbal-<is in Twenty Years of American Mathematical 
Publications U 935-1954). A Citation Analysis 
Liliane BEAULIEU, Universit~ de Montr~al 

Bourbaki is the pseudonym of a group of (mostly> French mathematicans 
who collaborated to write an overarching treatise, (n~ ments de ma:th e ma tigue 

H 939- ). which was intended to provide the working mathema.tician with 
unified perception of the tools to his trade by emphasizing the basic 
structures of "mathematics". 

It is widely held that Bourbaki's treatise has a. pO\o'/erful impa.ct on 
subsequent ma.thematical development, the peaK of its influence being felt in 
the years 1955-1965. 

By looking a.t citations received by BourbaKi and by thE members of the 
group across twenty years of two American mathematical publications I offer 
a first apprmdmation to an evaluation of the e~dent and versai:ility of 
BourbaJ<i's presence in North America. 

In this ta.lk, I will present some of the conclusions arising from a 
comprehensive citation analysis of the Transactions of the Americ~n 
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Mathematical Society a.nd the Annals of Mathematics (1935-1954). Further 

observations a.re provided by a looK at the citations of BourbaKi for 
1955-1969n on the basis of the Science Citation Inde~·:. 

(This study is part of a more e:-: tensi ve research in progress on the BourbaKi 
phenomenon, focussing on the French and the American mathematical scenes.) 
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